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Although many metals are TIG welded, the metal most frequently associated with the process is
aluminum, especially with metals of a smaller thickness. Many other processes, of course, can
join aluminum, but in the lighter gauges the most applicable process is TIG. The popularity of
aluminum in automotive applications has brought TIG welding to a new golden age.
Mechanically strong and visually appealing, TIG welding is the number one process chosen by
professional welders for professional racing teams, and the avid auto enthusiast or hobbyist.
The process is well suited for aluminum, but there are a few characteristics of the metal that
bring up points that must be considered if this material is to be welded with consistent ease and
quality. For this reason, aluminum does not tell you when it is hot or ready to melt. The oxide is
also heavier than aluminum and, when melted, tends to sink or be trapped in the molten
aluminum. For these reasons, it is easy to see why as much as possible of this oxide "skin"
must be removed before welding. Luckily, the reverse polarity half of the AC arc does an
outstanding job of cleaning off quantities of this oxide ahead of the weld. Aluminum is an
excellent conductor of heat. It requires large heat inputs when welding is begun, since much
heat is lost in heating the surrounding base metal. After welding has progressed a while, much
of this heat has moved ahead of the arc and pre-heated the base metal to a temperature
requiring less welding current than the original cold plate. If the weld is continued farther on to
the end of the two plates where there is nowhere for this pre-heat to go, it can pile up to such a
degree as to make welding difficult unless the current is decreased. Some aluminum alloys
exhibit "hot short" tendencies and are crack sensitive. This means that at the range of
temperatures where the liquid alloy is slushy part solid and part liquid or just turned solid, it has
not quite enough tensile strength to resist the shrinkage stresses that are occurring from
cooling and transformation. The proper choice of filler metal and welding procedures along with
smaller beads can help eliminate many problems of this kind. Some experts recommend
backstepping the first inch or so of each aluminum weld before finishing in the normal
direction. The metal produced in the weld pool is a combination of filler and parent metals that
must have the strength, ductility, freedom from cracking, and the corrosion resistance required
by the application. See table below for recommended filler metals for various aluminum alloys.
Maximum rate of deposition is obtained with filler wire or rod of the largest practical diameter
while welding at the maximum practical welding current. Wire diameter best suited for a specific
application depends upon the current that can be used to make the weld. In turn, the current is
governed by the available power supply, joint design, alloy type and thickness, and the welding
position. Elongation of these base metals is generally lower than that of other alloys listed.
However, if both strength and conductivity are required, use filler metal and increase the weld
reinforcement to compensate for the lower conductivity of Good weld quality is obtained only if
the filler wire is clean and of high quality. If the wire is not clean, a large amount of contaminant
may be introduced into the weld pool, because of the relatively large surface area of the filler
wire with respect to the amount of weld metal being deposited. Contaminants on the filler wire
are most often an oil or a hydrated oxide. The heat of the welding releases the hydrogen from
these sources, causing porosity in the weld. Lincoln ER and Lincoln ER aluminum welding wire
is manufactured under rigorous control to exacting standards and is packaged to prevent
contamination during storage. Since filler wire is alloyed, or diluted, with the base metal in the
weld pool, the compositions of both the filler wire and the base metal affect the quality of the
weld. Pieces to be welded are usually formed, sheared, sawed, or machined prior to the welding
operation. Complete removal of all lubricants from these operations is a prerequisite for
high-quality welds. Particular care must be taken to remove all oil, other hydrocarbons, and
loose particles from sawed or seared edges prior to welding. Sheared edges should be clean
and smooth â€” not ragged. For ease of cleaning, lubricants used in fabrication should be
promptly removed. To reduce the possibility of porosity and dross in welds, cleanliness of the
welding surfaces cannot be overemphasized. Hydrogen can cause porosity, and oxygen can
cause dross in welds. Oxides, greases, and oil films contain oxygen and hydrogen that, if left on
the edges to be welded, will cause unsound welds with poor mechanical and electrical
properties. Cleaning should be done just prior to welding. A summary of general cleaning
procedures is given in the table below. Wipe with mild alkaline solution and dry Wipe with
hydrocarbon solvent, such as acetone or alcohol Wipe with proprietary solvents Dip edges,
using any of above. Va por degrease Spray degrease Steam degrease Immerse in alkaline
solvent Immerse in proprietary solvents. Dip edge in strong alkaline solution, then water, then
nitric acid. Finish with water rinse and dry Wipe with proprietary deoxidizers Remove
mechanically, such as by wire-brushing, filing, or grinding. Finish with water rinse and dry
Immerse in proprietary solutions. View Aluminum Process and Theory Articles. That Confusing
Thing About Aluminum The process is well suited for aluminum, but there are a few
characteristics of the metal that bring up points that must be considered if this material is to be

welded with consistent ease and quality. That Aluminum is Hot Aluminum is an excellent
conductor of heat. Filling the Gap The metal produced in the weld pool is a combination of filler
and parent metals that must have the strength, ductility, freedom from cracking, and the
corrosion resistance required by the application. A Quality Deposit Good weld quality is
obtained only if the filler wire is clean and of high quality. Types of Cleaning. We get it. You
want welding to be automatedâ€¦ simpleâ€¦ flexibleâ€¦ and above all, precise. Welding is in our
DNA, which means we do it better than anyone else. Our intuitive interface and precise torch
placement enable ease of use right out of the box. Hundreds of clients worldwide already trust
our commitment to quality. Lincoln Electric engineers have designed an intuitive controller and
digital welding system that transforms data into action. The pendant architecture can be
modified from MIG to TIG to Laser, and the system hardware can be adapted with just a few
minor adjustments. Its capabilities are continually improving and expanding. With just a few
hours of training, welders will find they can complete quality orbital and flat track welding jobs
far more efficiently. We will do everything possible to make it right. We sell our products
worldwide to hundreds of companies where integrity and trust matter most. After all, our
reputation is on the line with every weld you make. You want a partner you can trust. Our
products work right out of the box. And our service is second-to-none. We use cookies to help
our website work more effectively and efficiently, and to align our services and advertisements
to your needs. You can read our Cookie Policy here , which describes browsing and search
options available to you. By clicking "Accept" you agree to us using cookies in the manner
described in our Cookie Policy. We may request cookies to be set on your device. We use
cookies to let us know when you visit our websites, how you interact with us, to enrich your
user experience, and to customize your relationship with our website. Click on the different
category headings to find out more. You can also change some of your preferences. Note that
blocking some types of cookies may impact your experience on our websites and the services
we are able to offer. These cookies are strictly necessary to provide you with services available
through our website and to use some of its features. Because these cookies are strictly
necessary to deliver the website, refuseing them will have impact how our site functions. You
always can block or delete cookies by changing your browser settings and force blocking all
cookies on this website. We fully respect if you want to refuse cookies but to avoid asking you
again and again kindly allow us to store a cookie for that. You are free to opt out any time or opt
in for other cookies to get a better experience. If you refuse cookies we will remove all set
cookies in our domain. We provide you with a list of stored cookies on your computer in our
domain so you can check what we stored. Due to security reasons we are not able to show or
modify cookies from other domains. You can check these in your browser security settings. We
also use different external services like Google Webfonts, Google Maps, and external Video
providers. Since these providers may col
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lect personal data like your IP address we allow you to block them here. Please be aware that
this might heavily reduce the functionality and appearance of our site. Changes will take effect
once you reload the page. Automated Performance Welding. Check Out Our Diverse Solutions.
Our most innovative, interchangeable products yet. Modularity makes it easier. Request A
Demo. Meet Our Other Product Families. How We Partner With You. We can deliver new
products in as little as two weeks â€”â€” across the country or around the world. Cookie and
Privacy Settings. How we use cookies. Essential Website Cookies. Check to enable permanent
hiding of message bar and refuse all cookies if you do not opt in. We need 2 cookies to store
this setting. Otherwise you will be prompted again when opening a new browser window or new
a tab. Other external services. Privacy Policy. You can read about our cookies and privacy
settings in detail on our Privacy Policy Page. Accept settings Hide notification only.

